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Behind every platform there is a vision of a person, and we always believe in turning that 
vision into a reality. 

Innovation is what WDP believe in!!





It’s the modern era for 
trading now so using this 
website user can buy and sell 
crypto-currency and get 
acknowledge and deal about 
the latest ones. In which first 
user have to sign up and set-
up the preferences according 
to requirements and can start 
the flow. 



When the heath issues arises 
and a n individual person at 
home is struggling for help, 
User can just go with the 
website with signing up and 
according to the 
requirement can take the 
appointment and can take 
services from a consultant 
reach to your doorstep. 



Sometimes it’s so much 
uncomfortable with reaching 
out new people for socializing 
but now this website will help 
you getting socialize all over 
the globe with signing up, can 
post and watch it out later in 
gallery, create groups, and 
more with this website. Let’s 
start socializing!



In times back then, it was very 
uneasy to go with selling & buying 
things like buildings, vehicles and 
other stuffs. Now you can do it fast 
and with easiest way from this 
website where buyer and seller can 
sign up and buyer can post picture, 
info with price and seller can have a 
look on posted. 



How to find people and get socialize 
with same interest of sport, now 
people can reach out on this website 
by signing up and meet people to play 
golf together. 



We brought the jewellery shop 
to your tips now, so User can 
go with signing up and choose 
the particular jewellery
according to interest and can 
buy it online with deliverance 
at your doorsteps. 



Getting so much trouble to carry 
cash nowadays and it’s very 
degraded method as payment, 
With using this payment platform 
user can sign up, send and receive 
with an account of transactions 
history. Let’s make the profile and 
try out the virtual transactions. 



If you’re a merchant and finding out 
your own platform to grow. Here 
shopze to help you out to grow your 
business and push you for reaching the 
highest possibilities to gather wordwide
reach out on the online world. 



Having problems in going out for 
offline classes gathering notes, Help 
to Build yourself up by signing up in 
the platform for multiple courses 
and a variety of material in digital 
library and pay online without any 
hustle. 



What if you get everything on your finger tip, with no
extra expenses like Gas, maintenance etc… that’s what
Carpool does. You can just search for the location and get
best carpooling experience.

Befriend with your co-passengers and Earn money if you
are acting as driver. Top of all, Environment friendly.



If you are looking for your fantasies to come
true, then this platform allows to book
escorts for your parties. Just register and get
access. As well as escorts can earn money via
registering and serve via app/web.



Just create your store and sell all your products
in a one go. Marketplaces facilitate sales for
third-party vendors by allowing them to sell
products in one online marketplace. Start
Earning!!



Get Uber clone..!!
This platform allows to book taxis/cabs on
real time from web and app. All features
similar to Uber is available here. Book and
Enjoy your ride.



This platform is a new concept in
Cabin-crew industry. Just register and
be in contact with crew members all
over the world.

You can buy for their services or
communicate with them directly.



This is very interesting concept of having a
platform for tattoo artists where they can
just register and showcase their work.
Whereas normal users can view and book
them on real time. They can chat with
each other as well.



Online learning portal is an online solution
to provide various kinds of courses for
students on a single platform. Many
institutes and educational centers can
expand their business worldwide by selling
on courses through these portals.



RMS is an online platform to manage residence 
along with resident owners, Tenants, Secretary, 
Security guards, Guests etc. 

Objective of these system are is to make
Residential Life programmed, responsive,
supportive residential environment and make
residence life convenient.



Everyone wants that their trips should be
unforgettable, excited, Motivational and Full of
fun so here we are introducing Adventurous
booking portal so you can search, choose and
book adventurous activities and experience it.



To start any new business every businessman
needs to promote their business through Online
or Offline medium . So here is an Email
Marketing platform for everyone who want to
grow and expand their businesses by creating
email marketing campaigns.

This platform is very effective for lead
generation, get in touch with targeted
audience and aware people about your
business deals.



Salon Booking Portal is a brand new website
dedicated to beauty appointments. Search for
the service you need and ask for an
appointment with the stylist you feel the most
comfortable with ! Every stylists are verified
here in order for you find the best stylists in the
city.



Logistic bookings at your fingertips providing
you impeccable services. This platform provide
you multiple carrier selection & impeccable
services. You now have one smarter system
managing all your carriers

It’s Intelligent systems doing all the thinking for
you. Simply book your consignment in,
choose the carrier/service and let LOGISTIC
PLATFORM do the rest for you.



Online Job Portal helps every employer with
the facility to get in touch with every available
job seeker. Aim of this platform is to resolve
the unemployment problem by connecting you
to the employers.



For someone planning his first trip or an avid
traveler, planning is about collecting
information from everywhere: books, websites,
friends, travel shows, blogs, forums and more;
and then to make sense... Phew!! that sure is a
tough grind.. and not really fun!

So here is A portal which is incredibly intuitive,
lightning fast, and highly engaging. With
covering the best places to visit, to hidden gems
of a destination, the itinerary covers all. You
can also create your own itineraries, print and
share it with friends, book your hotels, flights
and tours OR for the ones who prefer to relax;
explore travel packages.



Got a health problem?
Need a doctor or health expert?
Need Therapy/medicine?

So here is the solution : Best Doctors/Specialists
From The Comfort of your home just few clicks
away. You can book doctor appointments
online and get best services from them .



Search & hotel booking simplified!
This portal help you to find a room easily and
quickly!

This Platform provide travelers with the
information needed to make the most of their
vacation or business trip.



You can search any topic and videos and this
portal fetch videos from various platforms.



There are a large number of sports and
different games which are played all around
the world.

On this platform you can see live scores of
games and place their bet on the games
according to your taste/predictions and earn
money.



Watches are one of the most important devices
in the daily lives of human beings. so everyone
wants to wear beautiful and elegant watch for
every special events/ occasions.

It is not possible for everyone to buy and wear
different watches for every events so here is a
platform ; You can rent a watch in very
reasonable prices. and if you have lots of
watches you can also list your watch for rent and
earn money.



Every company face lots of issues while working
on a company related to environment, co-
worker, salary, security etc.

This platform is social media sort of platform
for a company where employees can complain
regarding their issues and management
department can resolve those.



Now a days it's hard to manage each and
everything for company HR like : Attendance of
employees, Leaves, Salary calculations,
company paid leaves, events etc.

So we are introducing an interactive HR
management system to support business
processes, streamline current processes, minimize
manual activity and improve reporting and
analytics.



This platform allows to have end to end
possibility of selling-buying services & products.
Do proper negotiations via chat and purchase
product at your own convenience.



This platform would allow users to check for
Appliance insurances and purchase them
Online without any 3rd party interference.

Just check available insurances and purchase it.
Just simple as that.



This platform allow Journalists to post their
campaigns & automate then, create agendas,
Tasks, Engagement practices etc.. Everything is
automated and managed.

It has a big data of journalists and can search
the tweets they have posted over Twitter from
API.



Hotel channel manager is a platform which
allows users to manage their rooms on
different OTAs from a single place instead of
roaming around on different portals.

One place for all your hotel management.



Anyone can create their own magazine from
this platform. Just register and act like a MAG
owner. You can introduce subscription plans
for the content as well.



In merchant portal the user can track the
store analytics, adjustments to the menu,
managing feedback of customers, any
promotions running. Merchant can sign up
and start the growth of your business.



Having trouble to find the servicemen
around your location. You can check out
the app to make your hustle easier with
signing up on this platform and find
required servicemen with doing the
payment online.



For making your ride easier, Let’s join
the ouirent for a comfortable ride by
signing up with book your preference
ride, your location from origin and can
pay online.



A digital wallet refers to software, an electronic device,
or an online service that enables individuals or
businesses to make transactions electronically. It stores
the payment information of users for different
payment modes. It securely stores your payment
information and passwords when you're doing
shopping



It’s so uncomfortable to socialize with people 
nearby at you. But now you can do that on 
social Media app just sitting down from your 
home in which user can sign up, post, create 
groups and chat to others and can check 
their previous posts in gallery.  



Best in emergency care to people across
the nation through its online ambulance
services that is not only limited to
emergencies, but can be used by a patient
to schedule check-ups & appointments or
simply to get home after being discharged
from



The App allows you to perform transactions and manage 
your bank account from your mobile phones. It is secure and 
very simple to use. 

Open a free bank account, send domestic and international 
money transfer to anyone, everywhere with low fees, clear 
upfront exchange rates and record speed transfers



Nowadays it is so struggling to find the
nurses in emergency but now you can do
that on Health Booking service app in
which user can login/sign up and find
nursing professionals with available timeslots.



There are a lot of crypto currencies are available
in market such as : Bitcoin, Litecoin , Ethereum,
Ripple, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum Classic and many
more.

This app provides updated rates of these
currencies. Also you can buy and sell crypto
currencies online through this app.



This app is most convenient way to order
your favorite beer, liquor, wine and sake to
your residence, business, event, and venue or
anywhere you want it.

So Get your Right Now !!



In our routine life we need a lot of House
keeping services like : Plumbing, Cleaning,
Electrical, Cooling, AC repairing etc.

This platform provide all services. You can get
estimation from various service providers,
compare then and book their services as per
your need , whenever you want.



In our busy life scheduled no scope to do
laundry at home. Now no need to worry
about this as Laundry service booking app
offer all laundry solutions at your doorsteps.



On demand Mechanic booking app provide
support in the event of any mechanical or
electrical breakdown or traffic accident of a
vehicle.

Apart from above you can book Car
Servicing, Car repairs and Car cleaning
services too through the app and get best
services from your nearby mechanics.



This app is most convenient way to
order your favorite Food from your
favorite restaurant in a very reasonable
and discounted price.



Calm your mind by having exercise using
this app and measure heart rate. This app
allows to calm your mind and heart both.




